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Price List Mirrors for Dental Photography 

Product description and price list 

 

Type / PN Product description Shape and size in mm Price in CHF/pce 

 

Single mirrors with handle, including case 

Back: handle glued on 

Material mirror holder: cast aluminium, plasticized 

Material of the mirror: glass, thickness 3 mm 

Surface: vapour deposited with rhodium 

 

 

A / 7-0001 Mirror small for occlusal photographs 
 

220.00 

B1 / 7-0002 Mirror medium for occlusal photographs, 90x70mm 

 

220.00 

B2 / 7-0003 Mirror medium for occlusal photographs, 90x61mm 220.00 

C / 7-0004 Mirror large for occlusal photographs 
 

220.00 

D / 7-0005 Mirror for lateral photographs 
 

220.00 

S / 7-0008 

Set of mirrors 

3-piece mirror set, consisting of 1 mirror each of types A, C 

and D, incl. plastic case 

 

660.00 

E / 7-0019 Plastic storage case for mirror set S  30.00 

F / 7-0022 Plastic storage case for single mirror A-D  12.00 

 

Mirrors without handle 

The lingual mirror as well as the combined mirror small/large for occlusal photographs are without handle, 

but mirrored on both sides and therefore usable on both sides. They can be sterilized excellently and can 

therefore be used for surgical interventions as well as for patients at risk. 

O / 7-0007 

Mirror for occlusal images small/large, a combination of 

mirror A and C. (mirror on chemically hardened glass, 

thickness 3 mm, very low risk of breakage)  

420.00 

L / 7-0006 
Lingual mirrors: Special mirrors made of glass, 

for photographs of the tongue side 

 
300.00 

Mirror for occlusal 

photographs lower/upper jaw 

Mirror for lateral 

photographs 

Lingual mirrors 

Mirror types: A, B, C, O Mirror type: D Mirror type: L 

   

Delivery time: ex stock 

Prices: ex works, excluding delivery cost, packaging and taxes 

Minimum order quantity:  2 mirrors 


